The New & Unique AUC Press Bookstore

Open daily 10am–8pm
Friday 2pm–8pm

AUC Downtown Cultural Center

Entrance on Sheikh Rihan St.
(corner of Tahrir)

The American University in Cairo Press
www.aucpress.com
Come & Experience the New AUC Press Bookstore at AUC’s Downtown Cultural Center

On the eve of its 50th anniversary, the American University in Cairo Press opens its newly designed AUC Press Downtown Bookstore in November 2009, featuring:

- Contemporary, innovative space in the historic Sheikh Rihan Building
- Modern two-level design with attractive display galleries
- A fresh and unique experience for Cairo residents and visitors
- Open entrance directly from Sheikh Rihan Street
- Cairo’s most comprehensive collection of English-language books
- Coffee corner and garden terrace
- One of five AUC Press Bookstores throughout Cairo
- The Downtown Cultural Center will also include:
  - The Margo Veillon Gallery of Modern Egyptian Art
  - The AUC Legacy Gallery
  - The AUC Future Gallery
  - The historic Ewart Memorial Hall and Oriental Hall

Special Clearance Sale
On the occasion of the move of the AUC Press Bookstore to its new location, a special clearance sale will be held in the original Hill House premises, offering bargain purchases at half price during the month of November.